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VRay for SketchUp 4 is a fairly new product, but with the new features it brings we hope to be the answer for your rendering needs. The key features include: - Transitions (the ability to tell SketchUp to render with different materials and lights) - Opaque materials - Tints and Luminance - Other dynamic lighting settings - VRay for SketchUp now allows
use of non-geometric shaders - VRay modules like Hair, Skin, etc. can now be used within SketchUp - Realistic smoke, fire, and fog - A complete material system for lighting, reflection, transmission, transparency, and reflection (including glass) - A shader debugger to troubleshoot lighting and materials - A blend tree - New functions for old tools, like

occlusion rays, etc. ![Render of a scene with VRay for SketchUp, from left to right, top to bottom. Note the new rendering settings and the dynamic look of the scene with shadows, transparent objects, and fog.](vray-for-sketchup.png){width="6.5in"} Existing VRay for SketchUp users will appreciate the new features, but the real power of VRay for
SketchUp is in the ease of setup. To get started quickly, there are no new installations needed. All you need to do is start SketchUp, open the “Manage Plug-ins” dialog, and search for “VRay”. If VRay for SketchUp isn’t already installed, it will be downloaded and installed automatically. Figure \[fig:autosmoke\] shows a screenshot of VRay for

SketchUp’s Setup wizard. The settings can be either saved to a user file or into the installation directory, by default. The initial settings window gives you the most control over your render and also lets you begin setting up your materials (in the new materials view). Figure \[fig:materials\] shows how materials work in VRay for SketchUp. This view
allows you to select a pre-built material library or create a custom one. When you create a new material, you can set the color, specular exponent, transparency, and roughness and the
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